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INTRODUCTION    

INTRODUCTION

With the 2021 collection, we are inviting you to view the kitchen 
and cross-room living as an entity. The focus is on design solu-
tions for a wide range of room sizes, for areas with challenging 
structural conditions, but also for the diverse demands placed on 
kitchens. Primarily the function or the combination of function and 
architectural representation play a decisive role. As a logical con-
tinuation of past collections, with which the architectural brand 
positioned itself in the interior design sector, this year’s product 
concepts and new products also open up more possibilities in the 
living space – with an impressively calm, timeless look, which is 
also conveyed by the use of high-quality materials, such as real 
wood and ceramics.



76 BOSSABOSSA

BOSSA

With the BOSSA programme, the new real wood surface, LEICHT 
is breaking new ground in the premium kitchen market – BOSSA 
impresses and catches the eye. 

Available in oak or walnut veneer, it is the vertically lined surface 
structure of the front that is particularly expressive: protruding, li-
near ridges in a 12.5 mm grid give the veneer a delicate, extremely 
vital, three-dimensional look. The spacing corresponds exactly 
to the vertical joint pattern of LEICHT. The stringent result is a 
uniform, visual fusion of kitchen, wall and unit fronts to create a 
furnishing soloist. Whether in the cooking, dining or living area, 
in the entrée or hallway: with BOSSA, surfaces can be designed, 
structured and combined to form an overall uniform architectu-
ral structure. BOSSA lays the foundation for a new type of room 
concept, a new furnishing aesthetic principle that will shape the 
style of future planning. With this real wood surface, LEICHT offers 
a comprehensive range of products for all representative kitchen 
design as well as the directly adjacent living areas, and once again 
positions itself in future-oriented interior design.

SKILLFULLY ARCHITECTURAL, MODERN, BOLD – THE REAL WOOD SURFACE PROGRAMME FOR INTERIOR DESIGN



The dark carcase is fully available and can be planned. As is the 
case for the existing carcase in K 273 platinum, the full range of 
visible sides, drawers and pullouts, anti-slip mats, interior fittings 
and waste disposal systems is available in a dark finish.

You select the carcase colour when you enter the header data for 
your planning programme. In terms of the look, we recommend 
using a uniform carcase edge in K 284 carbon grey for the dark 
carcase.

Available for PRIMO, AVANCE, CONTINO, EVO.

98 NEW-LOOK CARCASE

NEW-LOOK CARCASE

Along with the heights of 73 cm and 80 cm, LEICHT has now 
added a third carcase height of 86 cm to its product range. The 
lower plinth of 7 cm subtly influences the effect of the kitchen. The 
new dimension creates a cubic, poised and architecturally clear 
look, which reflects the reduced design language of the kitchen 
manufacturer and is available for the PRIMO, EVO and CONTINO 
product lines. This new carcase height also provides additional 
functional storage space. 

Another new feature of the carcase is the choice of colour for 
the interior. In addition to light platinum (grey), LEICHT is now 
expanding its offer with an extremely elegant dark carbon grey. 
The high-quality aura of this dark colour scheme satisfies the de-
mand for more emotionality, whether in the classic kitchen or in 
the adjoining living and dining area. While the carcase in platinum 
has a clear, technically objective look, the carcase in carbon grey 
appeals directly to the senses. In keeping with this aesthetic prin-
ciple, all interior features are consequently adapted to the new 
colour: cutlery trays, waste systems, pullouts and the powder-
coated frames appear in carbon grey with a delicate shimmer, 
while the glass elements of the pullouts are slightly tinted with a 
chamfered edge. LEICHT thus offers a colour-homogeneous look 
both inside and out – because the desire for kitchen designs in 
dark, emotionally luxurious shades is increasing.

EXTENSION OF THE CARCASE LINE IN CARBON GREY

NEW-LOOK CARCASE

CARBON GREY CARCASE

With the visible side:
Edge in colour of 
visible side

Carcase edge:
Our standard 
and recommendation
-carbon grey-
Optional: 
Carcase edge 
in front colour
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PRIMO | CONTINO | EVO, PG 8+
 
Natural stone programme as composite front. The carrier medium 
is an 8 mm melamine-coated compact density fibreboard with ap-
prox. 12 mm natural stone glued on it. The front edges also feature 
original natural stone and are chamfered along the edges.

Front thickness: 20 mm

Only available for floor units with pullouts. 

For pictures of the complete colour charts, please take a look at 
our website: www.leicht.com/rocca-kera

Available colours:

1. G 683 taj mahal  sanded  (Prog. no.: 205)
2. G 684 white fantasy sanded (Prog. no.: 205)
3. G 685 nero san marcos satined (Prog. no.: 201) 
4. G 686 steel gray  satined  (Prog. no.: 202)
5. G 687 nero assoluto waterjet (Prog. no.: 203)
6. G 689 negresco satined  (Prog. no.: 204)
7. G 690 breccia imperiale satined (Prog. no.: 204)
8. G 691 black musk waterjet (Prog. no.: 204)

KERAROCCA

PRIMO | AVANCE | CONTINO | EVO, PG 8+

Ceramic front with surrounding ceramic edge in the same de-
sign. The carrier medium is 16 mm melamine-coated chipboard 
with approx. 3.5 mm thick ceramic glued on it. The front edges 
feature strips of original ceramic and are chamfered along the 
edges. Rear in colour-coordinated melamine coating.

Front thickness 20 mm.

Only available for floor units.  

For pictures of the complete colour charts, please take a look at 
our website: www.leicht.com/rocca-kera

Available colours:

1. CI 540v pamir
2. CI 541v marès
3. CI 542v cordillera
4. CI 544v nasca
5. CI 545v iguazu

ROCCA

NEW NATURAL STONE PROGRAMME

KERA

NEW CERAMIC PROGRAMME
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1312 PROGRAMMES

PROGRAMMES

MARMO

Programme number: 220 PRIMO | 420 AVANCE | 720 CONTINO | 
820 EVO, PG 2

Front with a melamine resin coating and an ultra-matt lacquer 
finish on the front. The special lacquer with a pleasant feel 
features an anti-fingerprint coating. Rear with melamine resin 
coating that matches the decor. Rounded thick plastic edges all 
round.

Front thickness 19 mm

Available colours:

1. VI 211v marmonero
2. VI 210v marmobianco

BOSSA 

Programme number: 244 PRIMO | 744 CONTINO | 844 EVO, PG 7

Real wood front veneered with 2mm-wide vertical grooves. The 
grid width is 12.5 mm. Rear coordinated with corresponding 
lines. Solid wood edging all round. Environmentally-friendly, 
water-based PUR lacquer sealing.

The accessory surround is smoothly veneered and has the same 
surface features as the front.

Front thickness 19 mm

Available colours:

1. HI 350v alpine oak lined 
2. HI 352v walnut lined 

PLANNING INFORMATION FOR BOSSA

PLANNING INFORMATION FOR BOSSA

ISLAND END PANEL

TWI 6 island end panels of the BOSSA programmes can only be 
ordered in increments of 2.5 cm due to their lined embossing. 

CHANGES IN WIDTH

The widths of units can also be changed for the BOSSA program, 
but only in increments of 2.5 cm

NICHE AND PANEL WALL CLADDING

Please note the maximum width of 119.5 cm when planning niche 
cladding in front version WVF ... or panel wall installations. In order 
to maintain the front grid, the panels should preferably be moun-
ted in front width and with vertical joints of 0.5 cm width.

Element for wall cladding with BOSSA front panels over a cor-
ner. The corner element with a rear length of 10 x 10 cm can be 
mounted with the new panel wall attachment WV AUFH. Please 
remember the mounting gap of 5 mm between wall and panel 
when determining the size of the panels.

Order type:
WVF … L
WVF PAE … 15 L

modifications grid

WVF PAE 15 L

1 2

1 2
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NEW COLOURS AND DECORS

137 taupe grey 

A pleasantly warm grey with an ochre/beige base, which can be 
combined in a variety of ways because it is neither too light nor 
too dark. Also available as Fenix® surface in the F 45 programme.

Programmes:
AVENIDA  
CLASSIC-FF  
CLASSIC-FS
CARRÉ-FS 
F 45   
IOS   
IOS-M  
LARGO-FG  
VERVE-FS  

138 fossil grey

The darker of our two new shades of grey is a stronger, earthy 
grey with an umber undertone, which harmoniously complements 
particularly warm woods, for example in the Fenix® design to ac-
company the new wood reproduction walnut le midi (see below).

Programmes:
AVENIDA  
CLASSIC-FF  
CLASSIC-FS  
CARRÉ-FS 
F 45   
IOS  
IOS-M 
LARGO-FG  
VERVE-FS  

279 midnight blue

The depth of this blue tone, especially in combination with the 
smart matt Fenix® surface creates a generous and subtly calm 
colour effect. A dark basic tone, which as an alternative to slate 
or carbon grey bathes the surroundings in a pleasant blue without 
being obtrusively colourful. Ideal in the background, against which 
dark, warm woods or metallic surfaces and accessories are par-
ticularly effective.

Programmes:
AVENIDA  
CLASSIC-FF
CLASSIC-FS  
CARRÉ-FS 
F 45   
IOS   
IOS-M  
LARGO-FG  
VERVE-FS  

NEW COLOURS AND DECORS

KH 240v walnut le midi

A picture-perfect walnut: board-like, with brown-reddish to grey-
ish zones, discreet black stripes and fine, matt pores, it is the ideal 
decor for our vertical grain figuring. Occasional small knots break 
through the stripes and create an absolutely natural wood look.

Programmes:
ORLANDO 

 

270 graphite grey

We have a matching colour for the graphite grey of Miele built-in 
appliances in high-gloss metallic.

Programmes:
LARGO-FG 
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WORKTOPS

Laminate
KM 137 taupe grey 

Laminate
KM 138 fossil grey

Laminate
KH 240 walnut le midi

Laminate
KM 279 midnight blue

Laminate
K 210 marmobianco

Laminate
K 211 marmonero

WORKTOPS

Porcelain ceramic
544 nasca

Porcelain ceramic
545 iguazu
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CARCASE LINE 86

Our product lines PRIMO, EVO and CONTINO (incl. C1) are being 
extended with the carcase height 86. There are good reasons for 
the launch of this new carcase line: the higher carcase in combi-
nation with the 7 cm plinth creates an overall more cubic, soloist 
appearance, which seems more suitable, especially when plan-
ning adjacent to a living area. The new carcase height 86 is also 
a good choice for achieving sensible, ergonomic worktop heights 
particularly in view of the increasing use of slim-line worktops. 
And, last but not least, the additional storage space it provides is 
a compelling argument for smaller kitchen layouts. 

The height grid of the new carcase line 86 basically corresponds 
to the logic of the 73 carcase in the case of PRIMO|EVO. The ad-
ditional grid height of 13.25 cm is extended downwards.

The grid and recessed handle positions of the 73 carcase are also 
the basis for the 86 carcase line for CONTINO, but the additional 
grid of 13.25 cm is added above the lower recessed handle line, 
resulting in a virtually symmetrical division pattern. When planning 
under-floor extractors and selecting dishwashers, the lower plinth 

height should always be taken into account. 
However, due to the greater run height, CONTINO does not usually 
require the doubling of appliance fronts and the upper recessed 
handle can be planned throughout.

For both sales manuals, the order types of the new 86 floor units 
are listed in specially created floor unit chapters. Tall units in grids 
of 86 are given a suffix of J as a shadow type. They are integrated 
in the 73 tall unit chapters and marked with a symbol (although for 
modular tall units they feature in a separate module chapter). Wall 
units are planned from the existing range.

PRIMO | EVO

CARCASE LINE 86

PRIMO | EVO

CONTINO

CONTINO
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UNITS AND ACCESSORY SURROUND

INNER DRAWER/PULLOUT WITH 1.6 CM ACCESSORY SUR-
ROUND FRONT PIECE

The aluminium front pieces of inner drawers and pullouts in stan-
dard units can be changed to 1.6 cm front pieces in the accessory 
surround design using an exchange type. The additional charge 
is calculated per inner drawer/pullout depending on the design.

Change type to 1.6 cm accessory surround front piece for stan-
dard units:
Inner drawers:  MP IGSU …/MP IGSDU …
Inner pullouts:   MP IGZU …/MP IGSZU …

There are also complete article types consisting of drawer/pullout 
including 1.6 cm front piece for additional installation.
Inner drawers:  IGSU …/IGSDU …
Inner pullouts:  IGZU …/IGZDU …

PULL-OUT SHELF FOR MIDWAY CORNER CUPBOARD AND 
ROLLER SHUTTER UNITS

Our tried-and-tested pull-out shelves in carcase or accessory 
surround design are now also available for installation in midway 
corner cupboards and roller shutter units. In combination with an 
electric shelf HEBO ... above it, the pull-out shelf can also be fitted 
with a high rear panel (max. 45 cm), which conceals the view of 
the guiderail technology and guarantees a flush finish between the 
rear panel and the electric shelf when pulled out.

Order types
For roller shutter units:
EJ TAF …
EJG TAF
For midway corner cupboards:
EE TAF …
High shelf rear panel:
AN TAF RW

UNITS AND ACCESSORY SURROUND

TALL PULLOUT UNIT

When it comes to organising a wide variety of groceries, the tall 
pullout unit has become the absolute standard for kitchen plans in 
recent decades. LEICHT is taking a completely new slant on this 
unit in the 2021 collection. With our standard drawers and pullouts 
from Grass, we are offering not only a unit whose interior visually 
matches the adjacent units, but also a new handle-less planning 
variant with an electric opening system. In addition, the unit is 
available in a width of up to 60 cm, as well as a functional unit 20 
or 30 cm wide for the floor unit area.

For all product lines.
Order type:
T .. GVZ
H .. GVZ ..

NEW PANEL WALL ATTACHMENT

Interlocking aluminium profile system for mounting niche cladding 
and panels on room walls, also suitable for large area wall clad-
ding. The profile system results in a gap of 5 mm which can be 
used for the laying of low voltage cables.

Profiles have a length of 250 cm (for installation on site). The dis-
tance between two suspension profiles in height must not exceed 
60 cm. A distance of 15 mm upwards is required for suspension.

Order type:
Set for adjusting on site WV AUFH

VERTICAL SHELF UNIT LIGHTING

Shelving is becoming increasingly important in the design of 
open living spaces, with lighting playing a determining role in the 
room atmosphere. In the new collection, we are offering you the 
possibility to install two lights vertically on the two insides of the 
set of shelves. The BLE and LEEB luminaires in various sizes are 
available as an extra option.

For exact planning data and technical details, please refer to our 
sales manual.

Order types:
BLE V2
LE V2

DOMO 

Starting from the new collection, our DOMO niche system is now 
also available with a black surface.

We are also adding two new elements to the collection:
a spice jar holder for spices incl. 8 jars with viewing windows, as 
well as a fresh herb tray incl. cachepots.

Available colours
405 stainless steel
417 black steel

Order type: NSM GDH 8 (spice jar holder)
  NSM FKA (fresh herb tray)
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BLE GENERATION 3.0

Our successful linear light BLE ... is now also available in black 
in addition to the stainless steel version. Furthermore, the new 
luminaire has a more densely populated circuit board with LEDs of 
the latest generation, which on the one hand contributes to more 
efficient illumination, but above all guarantees significantly impro-
ved colour rendering with a CRI value of < 95. 

A further highlight is the variable BLE luminaire in lengths up to 
270 cm.

All technical values remain unchanged; connection to the existing 
power supply sets.

Energy efficiency class A+
Available colours:
405 stainless steel
417 black steel

HOT WATER TOWEL UNIT

A floor unit for planning hot water tap systems next to sink units. 
The 60 cm wide unit is divided by a removable (for easy assem-
bly) central panel, which forms a 36.7 cm wide compartment for 
hot water equipment and an 18.4 cm wide compartment with a 
towel holder.

Available for all product lines

Order type:
A|C|E| TQ 60 …

HANDLES

HANDLES

NEW COLOURS FOR BOW HANDLES

To match our three new plain colours 137 taupe grey, 138 fossil 
grey and 279 midnight blue, we are offering our powder-coated 
handles in the three colour shades for all permissible handles.

RECESSED HANDLE IN GOLD, BRONZE AND COPPER

Exciting design element, the recessed grip lacquered in noble
colours gold, bronze and copper.

No. 409 gold brass
No. 428 copper
No. 429 bronze

BOSSA HANDLES

For the programmes BOSSA -C|-E, the bow handle 530. .../531.
..., specially designed to match the vertically lined grid, is available
in either a steel or powder-coated version. 

Furthermore, we particularly recommend handle-less opening 
systems. Alternatively, the griprail profile trims 804/814. ... or 
807/817. ... can be used.

horizontal vertical
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NEW COLOUR FOR BOW HANDLE 550.410

The bow handle 550.… is now also available in 410 dark bronze.

SINKS AND TAPS

Classimo XL 6 S-IF

Mythos MYX 210-50

FRANKE

The following FRANKE sinks and taps are being launched.

Sinks:
Argos G AGX 251 G (stainless steel)
Argos G AGX 211-100G (stainless steel)
Argos G AGX 211 (stainless steel)
Frames by Franke FSX 211 A (stainless steel)
Frames by Franke FSX 251 A (stainless steel)
Mythos MYX 210-50 (stainless steel)
Mythos MYX 110-50 (stainless steel)
Orbit tap fixed flow outlet (stainless steel)
Orbit tap pullout spout (stainless steel)
EOS Neo tap fixed flow outlet (stainless steel)
EOS Neo tap pullout spout (stainless steel)

SYSTEMCERAM

The following SYSTEMCERAM sinks are being launched.

Sinks:
Mera 57 (ceramic)
GENEA 100 (ceramic)

BLANCO

The following BLANCO sinks are being launched.

Sinks:
Classimo 45 S-IF (stainless steel)
Classimo 6 S-IF (stainless steel)
Classimo XL 6 S-IF (stainless steel)
Subline 500-U (artificial stone)

New Silgranit colour Colour no. 663 black

GENEA 100

SINKS AND TAPS
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PUBLICATION DETAILS

PUBLISHER

LEICHT Küchen AG
Postfach 60

73548 Waldstetten
Germany

Phone +49 | 7171 | 402-0
Fax +49 | 7171 | 402-300

www.leicht.com

This page is an overview of the most important articles being discontinued in 2020/21. 

PROGRAMMES AND COLOURS - Week 31 2021
215 SIRIUS Colour no. BG 282 alpine grey
219 ORLANDO Colour no. KI 341v calypto
221 IKONO Colour no. K 204v carboton
222 SYNTHIA Colour no. KI 237v noyer
(end of delivery end of 2020)
245 VITREA in full
246 ESPRIT in full
257 XYLO in full
558 CARRÉ-2-FG in full
559 CARRÉ-2-LG in full
288 LARGO-FG Colour no. FG 271 havanna brown

ACCESSORY SURROUND COLOURS - Week 31 2021
PG 032 magnolia
PG 100 arctic
PG 120 frosty white
PG 130 mohair
K 204 carboton
KH 237 noyer (Lieferende Ende 2020)
BG 282 alpine grey
KH 341 calypto
H 373 antique oak abruzzo
H 374 antique oak natural
H 375 antique oak copper
H 377 antique oak marsh
alle LR … colours

CARCASE EDGE COLOUR - Week 31 2020
Colour no. KH 317 textured oak chocolate

WORKTOPS
K 176 limestone
K 196 quarrystone
K 452 shadow (incl. compact worktop)
K 455 sandstone brown
K 461 soapstone
K 478 metal anthracite
K 480 fine concrete
KH 341 calypto
570 teide
573 eroded alba
590 ural
601 narvik
KE 533 uyuni
KE 536 karakum

BLANCO SINKS
SPL 30 153 E ANDANO 180 U
SPL 30 154 E ANDANO 180 IF
SPL 30 152 E CLARON 180 U
ARAL ALTA Compact tap
ARALS ALTA-S Compact tap
ARAM AMBIS tap
ARAMZ AMBIS-S tap
ARLESE Linee-S tap

FRANKE SINKS
ARRO Rotondo tap
ARRO Rotondo tap pullout spout
ARIR IRA tap
ARIRZ IRA tap pullout spout

DISCONTINUATION

DISCONTINUATION
ARTO TAROS tap
ARTOZ TAROS tap pullout spout
SPL 60 46 E CENTINOX CMX 110-50
SPL 60 45 E CENTINOX CMX 210-50
SPL 50 15 E Mythos MTX 211
SPL 60 77 E Mythos MTX 251
SPL 45 17 E Hydros HDX 614
SPL 60 44 E Hydros HDX 654
SPL 60 26 E Argos AGX 651G
SPL 60 31 E Argos AGX 611-100
SPL 60 27 E Argos AGX 660 G
SPL 45 13 E Argos AGX 611 G
Fragranit colours:
642 chocolate
641 sahara
634 beige
635 lunar grey
637 umbra
639 sterling silver
644 magnolia

SYSTEMCERAM SINKS
SPL 60 3 K MERA Eck
SPEL 60 4 K MERA Eck F

UNITS
- T 30 73 S2ZK, T 30 80 S2ZISK Storage unit
- GFR 38 77 Door frame for under-table wine cooler cupboard
- TRA 60 80, TRA 60 80 36, TRAI 40 80, TRAI 60 80
Island floor end shelf units
- OHS 90 40 M Extractor wall unit
- Extractor wall unit OHSK 90 40
- OFT 60 53, OFT 60 66, OFT 60 80, OFT 60 93 Folding doors
wall unit
- OHDSK 90 53 – 180 53, OHDSK 90 66 – 180 66 Extractor
wall unit with swing flap door
- OHSSK 90 53 – 180 53, OHSSK 90 66 – 180 66 Extractor
wall unit with swing flap door
- DLU Ceiling fan conversion
- BLGA and BLG FS ventilator grille
(currently 2 ventilator grilles listed)
- EAR 8 Built-in refuse container
- Vario Top - Ceiling suspension for wall units
- DL 60, DL 90 Niche area lighting
(being discontinued by the supplier)
- EID 30 Drop-in tray
Traditional Style accessory surround:
- Extractor canopy DL3 KP88
- Extractor canopy DL4 KP88
- Cornice shelf
- CALVOS-FS accessory surround
- Pilaster, pilaster covers, KP3, BP4, KP8 and KP18
City Style:
- Ornamental plinth legs
- Paneel glass shelf FGE
- Paneel glass shelf FGW

HANDLES
No. 304.405
No. 560.405
No. 585.404

DISCONTINUATION
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